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Abstract

This paper explores the electric and attractive fields inside an enormous high voltage community
established both of 400/150 and 150/20 kV substation regions. Aftereffects of past field estimations
and computations in substations, made by the creators of this paper or different analysts, are
introduced first. The essential information recognizing the inspected focus from recently analyzed
substations follow. The primary consequences of the field estimations in the space of the previously
mentioned focus are introduced in pertinent graphs. General ends emerging from the examination of
the deliberate field esteems with pertinent reference levels in power for safe public and word related
openness just as with the consequences of past research are at last given.
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INTRODUCTION

Electric Fields

This is the first in a progression of parts on electricity and magnetism. Quite a bit of it will be focused
on a starting level reasonable for first or second year understudies, or maybe a few sections may
likewise be valuable at secondary school level. At times, as I feel slanted, I will go somewhat farther
than a starting level, however the text won't be sufficient for anybody seeking after electricity and
magnetism in a third or fourth year praises class. Then again, understudies setting out on such
progressed classes will be very much encouraged to know and comprehend the substance of these
more rudimentary notes before they start.

The subject of electromagnetism is a mixture of what were initially investigations of three obviously
completely irrelevant marvels, specifically electrostatic wonders of the kind showed with bits of
golden, essence balls, and old gadgets, for example, Leyden containers and Wimshurst machines;
magnetism, and the wonders related with lodestones, compass needles and Earth's magnetic field; and
current electricity – the kind of electricity created by compound cells like Daniel and Leclanché cells.
These probably appeared at one time to be altogether various wonders.

It wasn't until 1820 that Oersted found (over the span of a college address, so the story goes) that an
electric current is encircled by a magnetic field, which could avoid a compass needle. The few
marvels relating the evidently isolated wonders were found during the nineteenth century by
researchers whose names are deified in large numbers of the units utilized in electromagnetism –
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Ampère, Ohm, Henry, and, particularly, Faraday. The fundamental wonders and the associations
between the three disciplines were at last depicted by Maxwell towards the finish of the nineteenth
century in four popular conditions. This isn't a set of experiences book, and I am not qualified to
think of one, yet I emphatically compliment to anybody keen on the historical backdrop of material
science to find out with regards to the historical backdrop of the development of our comprehension
of electromagnetic wonders, from Gilbert's portrayal of earthbound magnetism in the rule of Queen
Elizabeth I, through Oersted's revelation referenced above, up to the climax of Maxwell's situations.

Turboelectric Effect

In a starting course, the fundamental wonders of electrostatics are regularly shown with "substance
balls" and with a "gold-leaf electroscope". A substance ball used to be a little, light wad of essence
removed from the twig of a senior bramble, suspended by a silk string. Today, it is bound to be either
a ping-pong ball or a chunk of Styrofoam, suspended by a nylon string – in any case, for need of a
superior word, I'll in any case consider it a substance ball. I'll portray the gold-leaf electroscope
somewhat later. It was some time in the past saw that if an example of golden (fossilized pine sap) is
scoured with material, the golden became enriched with certain clearly great properties. For instance,
the golden would have the option to draw in little particles of cushion to itself. The impact is known
as the turboelectric impact. The golden, in the wake of having been scoured with fabric, is said to
bear an electric charge, and space nearby the charged golden inside which the golden can apply its
appealing properties is called an electric field.

Experiments with Pith Balls

A substance ball hangs upward by a string. A plastic pole is accused by scouring of fabric. The
charged pole is carried near the substance ball without contacting it. It is seen that the charged bar
pitifully draws in the substance ball. This might be amazing – and you are on the whole correct to be
astounded, for the substance ball conveys no charge. Until further notice we will put this perception
to the rear of our psyches, and we will concede a clarification to a later part. Up to that point it will
stay a little yet unyielding little riddle. We currently contact the essence ball with the charged plastic
pole. Promptly, a portion of the supernatural property (for example a portion of the electric charge) of
the pole is moved to the essence ball, and we see that from that point the ball is emphatically repulsed
from the bar. We reason that two electric charges repulse one another. Allow us to allude to the
substance ball that we have recently charged as Ball A.

Presently we should do the very same trial with the glass pole that has been scoured with silk. We
bring the charged glass pole near an uncharged Ball B. It at first draws in it pitifully – however we'll
need to sit tight until for a clarification of this sudden conduct. Be that as it may, when we contact
Ball B with the glass bar, some charge is moved to the ball, and the bar from there on repulses it. Up
until now, no conspicuous distinction between the properties of the plastic and glass bars.

In any case... presently bring the glass bar near Ball A, and we see that Ball An is firmly drawn in.
Also, on the off chance that we bring the plastic bar near Ball B, it, as well, is firmly drawn in.
Besides, Balls An and B draw in one another.
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Experiments with a Gold-leaf Electroscope

Figure 1

A gold-leaf electroscope has an upward pole R joined to a level metal plate P. Gold is a pliable metal
which can be pounded into incredibly slim and light sheets. A light gold leaf G is connected to the
lower end of the pole.

In the event that the electroscope is decidedly charged by contacting the plate with an emphatically
charged glass bar, G will be repulsed from R, in light of the fact that both now convey a positive
charge.

You would now be able to try as follows. Bring a decidedly charged glass bar near P. The leaf G
veers further from R. We presently realize that this is on the grounds that the metal (of which P, R
and G are completely made) contains electrons, which are adversely charged particles that can move
about pretty much openly inside the metal. The methodology of the decidedly charged glass pole to P
draws in electrons towards P, consequently expanding the overabundance positive charge on G and
the base finish of R. G consequently moves from R.

Coulomb’s Law

In case you are keen on the historical backdrop of physical science, it is certainly worth finding out
with regards to the significant trials of Charles Coulomb in 1785. In these trials he had a little fixed
metal circle which he could accuse of electricity, and a second metal circle appended to a vane
suspended from a fine twist string. The two circles were charged and, on account of the shocking
power between them, the vane turned round toward the finish of the twist string. By this implies he
had the option to quantify definitively the little powers between the charges, and to decide how the
power shifted with the measure of charge and the distance between them.
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From these analyses came about what is currently known as Coulomb's Law. Two electric charges of
like sign repulse each other with a power that is relative to the result of their charges and contrarily
corresponding to the square of the distance between them:

Here Q1 and Q2 are the two charges and r is the distance between them.

We could on a basic level utilize any image we like for the consistent of proportionality, yet in

standard SI (Système International) practice, the steady of proportionality is composed as so
that Coulomb’s Law takes the form

Here ε is known as the permittivity of the medium where the charges are arranged, and it fluctuates
from one medium to another. The permittivity of a vacuum (or of "free space") is given the image ε0.
Media other than a vacuum have permittivities somewhat more prominent than ε0

Magnetic Effect Of An Electric Current

The greater part of us know about the more clear properties of magnets and compass needles. A
magnet, frequently as a short iron bar, will draw in little bits of iron, for example, nails and paper cuts.
Two magnets will either draw in one another or repulse one another, contingent on their direction. On
the off chance that a bar magnet is put on a piece of paper and iron filings are spread around the
magnet, the iron filings mastermind themselves in a way that helps us to remember the electric field
lines encompassing an electric dipole. With everything taken into account, a bar magnet has a few
properties that are very like those of an electric dipole. The area of room around a magnet inside
which it applies its sorcery impact is known as a magnetic field, and its math is fairly like that of the
electric field around an electric dipole – despite the fact that its temperament appears to be a little
unique, in that it collaborates with iron filings and little pieces of iron as opposed to with pieces of
paper or pith-balls.

The similarity of the magnetic field of a bar magnet to the electric field of an electric dipole was now
and then showed in Victorian occasions through a Robison Ball-finished Magnet, which was a
magnet formed something like this:

Figure 2
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The math of the magnetic field (illustrated, for instance, with iron filings) then, at that point
enormously looked like the calculation of an electric dipole field. For sure it looked like a magnet had
two posts (comparable to, yet not equivalent to, electric charges), and that one of them goes about as
a hotspot for magnetic field lines (for example field lines veer from it), and different goes about as a
sink (for example field lines join to it). Maybe than calling the poles "positive" and "negative", we
fairly self-assertively call them "north" and "south" poles, the "north" pole being the source and the
"south" pole the sink. By trying different things with at least two magnets, we track down that like
shafts repulse and not at all like posts draw in.

We likewise see that an openly suspended magnet (for example a compass needle) will situate itself
so one end focuses roughly north, and different focuses around south, and it is these poles that are
known as the "north" and "south" poles of the magnet.

Since dissimilar to poles draw in, we reason (or rather William Gilbert, in his 1600 book De Magnete,
Magneticisque Corporibus, et de Magno Magnete Tellure found) that Earth itself goes about as a
goliath magnet, with a south magnetic pole some place in the Arctic and a north magnetic pole in the
Antarctic. The Arctic magnetic pole is at present in Bathurst Island in northern Canada and is
generally set apart in map books as the "North Magnetic Pole", however magnetically it is a sink, as
opposed to a source. The Antarctic magnetic post is at present only seaward from Wilkes Land in the
Antarctic mainland. The Antarctic magnetic pole is a source, despite the fact that it is normally set
apart in chart books as the "South Magnetic Pole". Certain individuals have supported calling the
finish of a compass needle that focuses north the "north-chasing pole", and the opposite end the
"south-chasing pole. This has a lot to laud it, yet generally, all things being equal, we simply consider
them the "north" and "south" poles. Tragically this implies that the Earth's magnetic pole in the Arctic
is actually a south magnetic pole, and the pole in the Antarctic is a north magnetic pole.

Structures Of Y Based, Bi Based And Ti Based Superconductors

The fundamental information about the construction of these mixtures is fundamental for the
legitimate comprehension of the systems that make these materials superconduct. Single precious
stone still up in the air the dimensions of the unit cell, electronic charge dissemination, areas of iotas
in the cell, and the conceivable presence of nuclear inconsistencies.

Different specialists have done X-beam and powder diffraction examines and has given nitty gritty
photos of the design of the previously mentioned compounds.

Oxide superconductors can be grouped based on their progress temperatures.

a) Materials with very low T :- c

One of the notable model is the ferroelectric perovskite - SrTiO wi th extremely low T 3 c (0.03 -
O.35K) , Nb doped has a marginally higher T c of 0.7K . Another model is the LiTi 0 (T = 13.7K)

b) Materials with T in the range 35 - 40K :-.
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These are additionally called high T superconductors (when T > 23K) The underlying high
temperature superconductor LaSrCuO, have a place with this class. The overall recipe is La M CuO
where M = Sr,Ca 2 x • or Ba. The construction

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

E A Early (2012) Arrangement of high T superconductors me~nt for showing c levitation and zero
obstruction can be handily integrated by utilizing low immaculateness synthetic substances and by
rough incorporating procedures. Such examples are for the most part multiphasic nod contain parts of
superconducting stages with T above fluid nitrogen temperature c . Be that as it may, copperoxide
compounds are very delicate in their properties to the strategy for readiness and strengthening.
Accordingly excellent single stage examples require cautious planning methods predominantly in
light of the fact that the different properties of these materials essentially rely upon combining
temperature, strengthening cycles, grain sizes, oxygen content of the encompassing gas and
pelletising systems.

J Monecke, (2013) The proportion of cations in the last example is significant, however considerably
more basic and more hard to control is the oxygen content (In 123 mixtures sc properties are touchy
to oxygen content, yet not in the situation of Bi - and TI - based materials).

J J Nuemeier,(2014) The most straightforward to plan are the polycrystalline materials yet
concentrated methods are needed for the readiness of slim movies and single precious stones.
Because of the simplicity of arrangement, gigantic measure of work has been done on polycrystalline
materials.

C AIIgeier (2013) The entirety of this is exceptionally inquisitive, and matters stood like this until
Oersted made an extraordinary revelation in 1820 (it is said while giving a college address in
Copenhagen), which added what might have appeared to be an extra confusion, yet which ended up
being from various perspectives an incredible rearrangements. He saw that, if an electric current is
made to stream in a wire close to an openly suspended compass needle, the compass needle is
diverted. Also, if a current streams in a wire that is allowed to move and is close to a decent bar
magnet, the wire encounters a power at right points to the wire. Starting here on we comprehend that
a magnetic field is something principally connected with an electric current. Every one of the
wonders related with magnetized iron, nickel or cobalt, and "lodestones" and compass needles are by
one way or another auxiliary to the crucial marvel that an electric current is constantly encircled by a
magnetic field. To be sure, Ampère estimated that the magnetic field of a bar magnet might be
brought about by many flowing current circles inside the iron. He was correct! – the little current
circles are today related to electron turn

Professor Kammerlingh Onnes,(2015) a trial physicist at the college of Leiden found
superconductivity in 1911. In the wake of creating the world's first fluid helium liquefier, he explored
the resistivity of metals at low temperatures. He picked mercury (for its simplicity to refine by
rehashed refining) and saw that the opposition dropped to zero at 4.25K. He attempted metals like
lead, indium and tin and tracked down that every one of them superconduct at 7.2K, 3.4K and 3.7K
individually. The basic temperature at which this wonder happens is known as the progress
temperature (T) and is normal for the e material. Prof. Onnes was then keen on delivering exceptional
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magnetic fields by utilizing these materials as wires twisted as a solenoid. After two years, to his
failure, he found that superconductivity was annihilated or 'extinguished' within the sight of moderate
current densities and very standard magnetic fields . This was the start, and for his work "explores on
the properties of issue at low temperature" he got the Nobel prize in Physics.

F B Silsbee(2016) , a physical science collaborator at the U S National Bureau of Standards
recommended that the extinguishing was because of the age of a magnetic field at the outer layer of
the superconductor . A long time later in 1933, Robert Ochsenfeld and WaIter Meissner found that
the magnetic transition was barred as well as really ousted from superconductors. They found that
when a circle was cooled beneath its change temperature in a magnetic field, it prohibited the
magnetic motion. This impact was known as the Meissner impact. It was then that superconductivity
was perceived as an essential magnetic wonder. In 1934, Garter and Casmir proposed a model which
they called the "two liquid model". The marvel of superconductivity was clarified based on this
model where the superconducting state was considered because of a combination of superconducting
and ordinary electrons. Around the same time the London siblings introduced the hypothetical just as
their trial discoveries to the British Royal Society. They set forward the possibility of the presence of
an energy hole between the superconducting ground state and the most minimal energy invigorated
state. They additionally found the "strange skin impact" (A higher obstruction of superconductors at
microwave frequencies), while estimating the surface opposition of tin at 1.46GHz. In 1935 came the
phenomenological speculations of superconductivity proposed by F London, who contended that
superconductivity was a quantum mechanical marvel.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

[1] To study on Determination Of Magnetic Susceptibility Of High T Materials

[2] To study on Glass Cryostat For Magnetic Measurements

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Determination Of Magnetic Susceptibility Of High T Materials

The electromagnetic reaction of superconductors at high recurrence gives exceptional data with
respect to the idea of a superconducting material. Investigations of the electromagnetic reaction
likewise yield data with respect to the capability of such materials for gadget applications.

Various types of technique exist to portray and concentrate on the superconducting condition of the
material:- electrical resistivity, microwave surface obstruction, DC susceptibility and magnetisation,
explicit warmth, electron paramagnetic reverberation, the Seebeck impact, and so forth However, one
of the most advantageous, basic and usually acknowledged is the inductive method.

A conspicuous interest in the acceptance strategy lies in the likelihood to perform post-blend
annealings at obvious and frequently thin, temperature and time spans to enhance superconducting
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properties. It is exceptionally alluring to perform such warmth medicines in a very much portrayed
example and to screen the superconducting development by non ruinous strategies which would
permit utilization of a similar example again and again. Resistive methods are not appropriate in this
regard, for two fundamental reasons. Right off the bat, they need electrical contact cushions (Indium
patch, gold or silver glue and so on) and would bar any tempering which could contaminate the
example. By utilizing the inductance procedure instead of an electrical opposition estimation, the film
can be left without cushions and numerous hours are saved in the underlying evaluation of an
example. Also, they won't test the magnetic state underneath T and significant data co might be
dismissed, for example, the presence of other superconducting stages and a helpless crystallization
state.

The benefits of the inductive procedure are :-

1) The test can be led even on powder tests as there is no requirement for direct electrical contacts,

2) The method takes into account quick assessment of new preparing conditions and materials
without the need of framing strong bars,

3) Quantitative proportion of the measure of superconducting stage and the basic current thickness is
conceivable with this method.

The procedure has anyway one little hindrance :- The most noteworthy T componen t of c the
example can protect lower T c parts, in this manner overwhelming the estimation. Furthermore, more
troublesome is the inductive location of a superconducting change in slim movies principally because
of the example shape and the little in general volume.

Glass Cryostat For Magnetic Measurements

A twofold walled glass cryostat in which the interspace between the two glass shells could be
emptied, was utilized for these estimations. The schematic graph is displayed in fig. 1. Toward the
finish of the inward container of 2.5 cm width is the copper cold finger as a chamber. This is melded
to the glass tube by a glass to metal joint. This plan guarantees almost no utilization of fluid nitrogen.
The loop gathering is cozily fitted on to the virus finger by the screws gave on the sides of the get
together. A thermocouple is stayed in touch with the virus finger and the leads taken through the sides
of the cell. Protected electrical leads from the loops are ended on the external divider through
connectors. Initiated currents and uneven characters of the loops because of the closeness to metals
were tried not to by pick glass as the material for the cell creation. It likewise guaranteed least
warmth spillages from the virus finger. Because of the smallness and the benefits built into the plan,
quick characterisation of the examples are conceivable with this cell.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the glass cryostat used for the measuremen t of magnetic
properties.

1) Terminal block for electrical leads 2) Terminal block for thermocouple leads 3) glass tube 4) glass
to metal joint 5) copper cold finger 6) Mu - metal shielding 7) base plate 8) coils 9) View port 10) To

vacuum pump 11) Samp1e.

Fig 4 Photograph of the experimental setup used for the determination of magnetic properties
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DATA ANALYSIS

Characterisation of HTSC materials utilizing low recurrence magnetic estimations has been worried
by numerous specialists . The example is set in an air conditioner magnetic field and the reaction of
the example to handle varieties is recognized by a pickup curl that encompasses the example. The got
signal gives the data about the magnetic field inside the examples like ac susceptibility, infiltrated and
caught magnetic transition, and magnetization. Contingent upon the strategy utilized for preparing the
pickup loop signal, distinctive instrumentation is utilized. The most widely recognized approach to
gauge the air conditioner susceptibility is to utilize a stage touchy identifier . Assurance of the
genuine and fanciful pieces of the air conditioner susceptibility by the enlistment strategy has been
examined by numerous laborers . This strategy is momentarily talked about beneath :- The schematic
chart is as displayed in fig.2.

An air conditioner signal generator is utilized to take care of the curl (a) to create the air conditioner
magnetic field. Two get curls (b,c) are put inside the essential loop (a). One of them (b) contains the
example and is twisted inverse to the subsequent curl (c). The voltage in pickup curl b, ub(t), is added
to the voltage in the pickup loop c, u (t), to give the absolute voltage

On the off chance that no example is inside the pickup loop b, ub(t) = (- )u (t), c so that u(t) = O. The
deliberate actuated voltage within the sight of an example is relative to the susceptibility

Conclusion

Assurance of magnetic susceptibility and change temperature were talked about The plan of a glass
cryostat with which fast characterisation of tests are potential was portrayed. The glass cryostat
enjoys added benefits like diminished utilization of fluid nitrogen and the end of offset voltages
which show up in cryostats made of metal (where the detecting curls are lopsided because of the
nearness to a metal). The disclosure of materials showing superconductivity above fluid nitrogen
temperature has started a flood of movement in mainstream researchers. This has made conceivable
even little labs to do critical work in the space of superconductivity with moderate offices. The work
introduced in this proposal has been inspired basically by the additional opportunities presented by
high temperature earthenware production
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